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Experiment suggestions - Gymmaxxed normie bring direct and
sexual
June 18, 2019 | 7 upvotes | by Greek-God-Brody

I think this would definitely offer insights into how much being lean and muscular can make up for a non-
Chad face
Traits:

average face, no major flaws, overall good harmony decent lower third Height: between 5.10
and 6ft Physique: muscular and low bodyfat (with abs), with an aesthetic body (not the autistic
typical gymcel body)

He should be direct, could cocky and sexual in his conversations, just like the usual chadfishes. This is
also important.
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Comments

just_give_me_noodles 1 points 18 June, 2019 01:09 PM 

i may fit in this description and the answer is: 0 / 100 lol. Either chad or nothing, there's no other way you can't
gymmax or any-max, red pill is bs.

Ilovekayaks 1 points 18 June, 2019 01:12 PM 

Pic? Blur out face if you want.

Greek-God-Brody 1 points 18 June, 2019 01:17 PM 

I kind of fit this description too.
Got 100 matches in 7 weeks.
I wasn't direct and sexual, though except a few times

just_give_me_noodles 1 points 18 June, 2019 01:18 PM 

ok then i'm delusional and i'm gymmaxedcel lol, 100 is A LOT.

Greek-God-Brody 1 points 18 June, 2019 01:44 PM 

Nah, I just pick my very best pics nad know how to angle-fraud. Some girls unmatch after they see
my Insta

kyjol 1 points 21 June, 2019 01:39 AM 

Matches don't mean shit. I've had dozens of matches a week on TPlus with a good profile and daily
swiping. 90% did not respond/ghosted. 3 dates with average chicks of which one turned out to be a
psycho, 1 hidden landwhale and one 2/10 for lulz. No score. I'm a gymmaxed normie (6.5 maybe
7/10 face) that hates jestermaxing. You'd think it would work out alright, but you'd be wrong - it's
being a time filler for when Chad is busy, at best.

kekeface12345 1 points 19 June, 2019 11:33 AM 
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